
Computer vision ML algorithms trained to detect various
types of defects or damages in components. This can
include cracks, scratches, dents, misalignments, or any
other anomalies that may affect the quality or
functionality of the component.
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Computer vision system for traceability by capturing
characters engraved in components and damage
identification in that, helps manufacturers can improve
quality control, streamline production processes, and
ensure the integrity of their products.

Our application offers numerous benefits, including
improved product quality, enhanced supply chain visibility,
better risk management, and increased customer trust. By
leveraging visual data and machine learning algorithms,
organizations can achieve greater efficiency, accuracy, and
transparency in managing their supply chains and ensuring
the integrity of their products.
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 Perfect Vision System -  Traceability based on Vision System 

The ATPL-Perfect vision system, Powered by ML algorithms, excels in capturing
engraved characters on multiple components and tracking products through to the
finished goods stage. This system aids in detecting damages in parts by meticulously
recording data, model evolution, algorithmic decisions, and component quality. This
ensures accountability, identifies sources of errors or biases, validates results, and
facilitates compliance with regulations and standards. 

Realtime collaboration
High accuracy & performance
Alerts and Notification
AI/ML Implementation
Historical Data Analysis
Data Integration

Avoiding Manmade Error 
Data Encryption
Upgradable to add Multiple task 

       & components
Integration with Existing application
Quality check

Key Features of Computer Vision System

Defect or damage is detected that exceeds a certain
threshold of severity, the system can trigger real-time
alerts and notifications to notify operators or supervisors.
This allows for immediate action to be taken to address
the issue and prevent further production of faulty
components.
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